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Materials used in a one-day conference on "Teaching the Comprehen-
sion Skills" are summarized in this publication The conference was the
last of three educational development days for selected school systems.
The first two conference; focused attention on helpfg poor readers and
on teaching word recognition skills.

This conference and the two earlier ones were parts of the Superinten-
dent's Research and Educational Development Program, a cooperative ef-
fort of the Georgia Association of School. Superintendents, the Georgia
State Department Of Education, and the University of Georgia's College of
Education. Doyne M. Smith, of the University (If Georgia, and Allen
Smith, of the Georgia State Department of bducation, furnished the major
leadership for SREDP. The organization -that the Superintendent uses for

. improving instruction and furnishing needed information on strengths and
-weaknesses in various Anitructional areas to the Superidtendent are the
primary concepiis of SREDP. In this instance, re focus is on the teaching
of reading.

I.E. Aaron, Byron Callaway,and Hazel D. Simpson, of the &liege of
Education, Ale University of Georgia, planned this conference-and-pre-
pared materials used with those attending. The various parts of the pro-
gram were presented by one or more of, these three persons or by Doyne
M. Smith. The Area Representative. State Department of Klucation, was
responsible for the mechan'cs of organizing this melting.

This bulletin was prep, 'd in the hope that it will aid teachers attending
the conference in reporting to their school faculties Distribution will be,
limited, for the most part, to school systems participating in these

conferences.
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AN OVERVIEW OF TEACHING, THE
COMPREHENSION SKILLS

I.E.Aaron

The development of comprehension skills is one of the most important
outcomes -Of a good reading program. Much time should be spent in teach-
ing word recognition techniques, but the teacher must remember that
word recognition is merely a means to the ends of comprehension and
appreciation The teaching job is not complete if the/eader knows only
how to pronourtce the words. The words, sentences, and paragraphs must
be understood, or the process is not reading

Some General Comments

( I) Instruction must\be wined directly toward teaching the comprelien- -

sion skills if they are Ito he developed adequately. The teaching or the
comprehension skills cannot be left to chance The -teacher must aim in-
struction toward the development of all of the many skills orcomprelien-
mon; Some children will develop a few of the abilities orOheir own. but
the complete job will not he done unless someone plans for rt A good
reader needs all of the techniques for comprehending, and the _teacher
must set up the reading program in such a way that all of these skills will
be developed. This involves teaching in developmental reading and in the

various subjects
(2) Comprehension is not one but a combination of many skills Just as

word recognition is made up of many different so is Comprehen

sion The teacher aims toward developing a readr who can read for
varying degrees Orcomprehension to get detaili)kh-ert needed, to obtain

'`the main idea, to evaluate what he reads, and so on/ The good reader uses a
variety of skills. He reads for a variety' of pu ses, and he varies his

reading teChinques and speed of reading with is purpose There are at
least twepty driferent comprehension skills, d an of them, should be
tough t.-;:gc,_

(3) tans should be made for frequint'use i a comprehension skill that
has been taught When a new comprehen on skill is introduced, the
teacher should plan for immediate use of the t skill in reading It is likely
that for most children-only a superficial dev lopment will occur unless the
teacher plans specifically for periodic use By- setting the stage through
assignments and motivating questions, the eacher should lead the children

into use of the skill Practice 4s necessary f r sdlid growth
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(4) Adequate time must be taken to check comprehe ion and to teach

the comprehension skills in basal reading classes. One of the major pur-
poses of basal reading instruction is to develop competence in comprehen-
sion. As a story is taught to a group of children, adequate time must be
given to the full dev .pment ofthe comprehension skills.

Teacher's gui. mks that accompany basal readers use lesson-plan pat-
terns of fro }tree to seven phases. These usually follow ahout the same
patterns, th the vaiiatiOn occurring mostly,in the names of the steps and
the di ons between them. The following six-phase plan will show how
com hension fits into the teaching of a directed reading-lesson:

Developing readiness. (At the'b of a selection, the teacher
% -attempts to give oral control '47 , LocajAdary words likely to

cause difficulty, to build a background r understanding the story,
to get the children interested in reading the,selection, and to set
purpose for the initial reading of the selection)

b. Directed silent reading. (With the teacher standing by, pupils read
the selection silently. The teacher gives on-the-spot help on word
recognition or tells(child/en troublesome;words.).

c. Comprehension check: alif_d skill building. (Usually as soon as the
silent reading is confeted, the teacher checks on comprehension

wand attempt-To- teach the comprehension skills. This is an im-
portant phase and should be developed adequately.)

d. Woid recognition skill building. (Most of the teaching of word re-
cognition skills comes in this phase.)

b. Purposeful rereading. (Having children reread for another purpose
also Is instruction aimed toward the development of comprehension
skills. The ptirposes for rereading are varied in order to develop a
number of comprehension mita as wed as some oral reading skills.)

f, Follow-up activities. (All lessons do not have follow-up activities'
but often they do. ln this phase some of the activities may reyolve
a*tound the further development of some of The comprehension
skills.)

Usually two or three days, sometimes longer, are used in teaching a
story to a given group of children. Adequate time must be taken to
develop well' the comprehension, and other skills that are to be taught in
developmental reading. As may be noted, the teaching of the comprehen-
sion skills occurs in all steps except that dealing with word recognition
skill building. Even in that phase.it is likely that word meanings are also
developed. In the readiness ',pep, the teacher develops word meanings and
builds concept bacicgtounck where necessary for understanding the

6r.
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:.,:.selection The transition from phase one to phase two *alined at establish-
sing a purpose for reading. To accomplish this, the teacher may make

-statements similar to the following. `:Vow I want you to read the story to
-

.See if you think Uncle Jack was wise in what he did." "Let's read this
selection rapidly to get the main ideas the wnter wanted us to get." "As
you read the story, watch for examples of colorful language the writer
uses: We will go back to these examples later." "I wonder if you will be as
surprised as I was when you find why Billy was afraid to go into the
cellar." The establishment of a purpose for reading makes a smooth tran-
sition from the readiness to the directed silent reading phase.

The bulk of the initial instruction on comprehension skills comes
during the comprehension check and skill building phase. By the questions
the teacher raises, by the situations he develops, the teacher helps the
children to grow in comprehension power. Sometimes shorter selections
and more discussion time are needed. In these periods of discussion follow-
ing the silent reading of a selection, the teacher must see that the children
understand the literal and sometimes figurative meaning of the selec-
tion. He must be on his guard to raise questions that lead the children into
thinking as they read.

As the teacher develops purposes for rereading, different from the one
originally set in the readiness period, he is teaching the children to read for
various reasons. These purposes should differ from time to time in order to
help children to see that we read for a variety of reasons, and how we read
will vary with the particular purpose we have in mind.

The plan described is the type a teacher would use with one subgroup
cldssroom. If children are reading on several different difficulty levels,

as we Mind in most elementary classrooms, the teacher would follow a
pattern sirrular to the one described earlier with each of the subgroups,

-45) AdeqUate time must be taken in each subject-matter class to teach
the reitd- skills related to that subject. A pupil may know the basal
reading skills and still have difficulty in comprehending reading matter in a
particular subject. iach teacher has the obligation of teaching the children
the reading skills that are related to his subject The high school, physics
teacher is the one who needs to teach students to read physics texts/and
how to,read formulas related to physics. The history teacher is the rson

who has the responsibility for building the background needed for nder-
standing histoncal materials anfilifor teacbmg the special vocabul y used
in history. The, elementary teacher in the self-contained classr m must
take on several roles. Al he moves from develdpmental, readin o geogra-

phy, he must teach the geography vocabulary, how, to rea maps and



globe& and so on. Then he moves into instruction in arithmetic, thus
necessitating the teaching of the vocabuldy peculiar to arithmetic and
how-jo read word problems These special reading skills can be taught -
effectively only by the teacher who teaches the particular subject of which
they are a part.

The content-area reading skill responsibilities can be summarized in the,
following five teaching jobs.

a. Teaching the specialized vocabulary. (EMI subject has its own-
special vocabulary. Children must know the mearungs of these
special words if they are to understand what they read.)

I; Building the background for understanding. the material (Content
subjects oftei) are heavily loaded with concepts By taking time to
develop some of these concepts m advance and checking on an
understanding of others,after the children have read the selection,
the teacher can assure comprehension of what is read in that
subject )

c Teaching the childkn how to read thek materials effectively. (Stu-
dentsneed to be tau t to read texts and other materials efficiently
and effectively. If the are any "best ways" of reading a particular
type of material, the c tent-area teacher should teach these "best
ways" to the children Si netimes an approach similar to the SQ3R
is effective ) a.

d Reading, special symbols of the subject (In mathematics, in proof-
reading-in EngliCh, in reading naps, in reading the sciences, children
must be taught 'the' symbols necessary for understanding each of
these particular types of content.)

e. Readiqg maps, graphs, charts, and other special types of 'reading
(The teacher whole subject includes charts., graphs. and maps
responsible for teaching the students to read these special types of
materrals)

TI e content-area teacher also has another responsibility related to his
or her field Some pupils quite a few in the typical classroom are
sufficiently disabled in reading to find the. reading of texts on their grade

5 level extremely difficult or almost impossible And, then, there are some
a few who find very little challenge in grade-Joie! texts because they are
such excellent readers. The subject-matfer leadiher must be concerned with
bringing students into contact with books that suit their varied reading
le Is.

The good reader who needs more challenge may be encouraged to build

4
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greater depth in the subject. More advanced treatments inother texts, use

of encyclopedias, encouragement of wider or deeper reading related to the

topic these are a few possibilities.
The poor readers present an entirely different problem. The teacher's

challenge here is to locate material on the subject that the child can read.
For those children who are average or above in intelligence but are poor
readers, the teacher may depend leis upon reading and more upon other
avenues of learning. Hearing others report on readings, viewing movies and
filmstrips, and watching television programs are ways the poor reader may.
obtain information without having to read about it. Hovever, attempts
still should be made to obtain books on the subject that he can read. And
somewhere, somehow in the school day, somebody should devote some
time fo teaching these poor readers the basic skills they lack in reading We
cannot expect the very poor readers to understand concepts they meet in
books that they cannot read. ,.

(6) Comprehension skills must be taught in material,childien can read.
Comprehension skills should be taught in books and other Milterials that
are challenging but not frustrating.to children. If the books are too diffi-
cult, the child is frustrated. If the books are too easy, the gild is not
challenged" In either case, growth in reading is limited or nok'eaciStetit. An
informal check may be made of materials to see if they aae----suited in
difficulty level to the children. SuCh an inventory has pre" beep

described and demonstrated for you at an earlier confereriei,:_ y of
these comprehension skills are taught in subject-matter texts, and itis just

as 1 portant to bet texts of suitable difficulty levels in content*ilas as it
i--,-

is i developmental reading.
(7) The teacher sets the stage for the kind of reading chiln do.

hildren's-reading in school is governed largely by the types of quiitions
/ ,

teachers ask,--If the-teacher always asks factual-questions,-the children-wilL_
read only for facts. If the teacher asks different types of questions,,-the
children will read for a variety of purposes, thus using a variety of te4m1-
ques. The teacher should plan his instruction in such a way that children

are taught to use all of the comprehension skills.
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TEACHING THE COMPREHENSION SKILLS

I.E.Aaron and Byron Callaway .

Being able to recognize words rapidly and efficiently is an essential for
understanding what is read, and, therefore, word recognition skint' must be
taught thoroughly. However, understanding in reading involves far more
than recognition of words. Many skills, or clusters of skills, are involved in
reading comprehension.

This article discusses separately each of twenty comprehension-skills.
As each is discussed, general statements will be followed by specific activi-
ties teachers may use for developing the skills.. Where appropriate, ex-
rnples will ,be given both in developmental and in content-area reading.

The first eight skills may be thought of as those involved in many different
types of material The remaining twelve abilities are those related to
reading for specific purposes. A good reader is competent in all of these
areas.

The reader should keep in mind that these twenty skills overlap _at
various points and that several of them are very similar. Some of them
actually involve several skills and may best be thought of as clusters of
techniques and understandings. In the instructional settutg, the teacher
often works on the development of several different comprehension abili-
ties at the same time because they "fit together." a

(1) Associating meaning with .words. Comprehension is influenceliN
greatly by knowledge of word meanings. A reader gets from the pnnted v
page in terms of what he takes to that page. Thus, the child who knows
many word meanings when he sees them is in an excellent position to
comprehend what he reads.

When six-year-old children enter "school, they know the meanings of
'thousands of words. Their teachers must.constaptly seek ways of enlarging
Even more this knowledge of words Most teachers in the first grade center
basal reading instruction around texts,having controlled vocabularies. This
contr, I of 'the vocabulary permits the teacher to introduce gradually and
sequentially the words in the text and the 'beginning reading skills. Words
used in these books are those already known by the children. Little or no
additictnal development of vocabulary occurs unless the teacher takes
other steps, such as in sharing periods, to continue the development of
meaning vocabulary

Possible ways tO enlarge the meaning vocabularies of children include
the following:

a. Discuss meaninis of Words met in reading, sometimes in advance,
sometimes after reading.

...,

i
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b Encourage children to discuss experience; through planned dis-
cussion periods..

c. Use visual aids to enlarge word meanings.
d. Encourage children-to keep a record of new words learned. (This

may be done in a notebook or in a card file, one new Word on each

card)
e. Build background of e xp erience through trips, clisplusions, and

reading.
1. Teach children to use the dictionary efficiently and effectively.
g. Teach meanings of word elements (roots, prefixes, and suffixes.)
h.. Before making an assignment involving new words in a content area,

place some of the most difficult words on the chalkboard and dis-
cus their meanings.

L DiscUss new words in class after, as well as before, a content -area
selection has been read.

j. Select words with special meanings, such as mouth of a river and
North pole in geography, and have children pontrast the general
meaning with the special meaning it has in geography.

k. Prepare short tests to check on whether the new vo0abulary in a
content area has been mastered. Re-teach it if it has not been
mastered.

L Encourage students to keep a list or notebook on important new
words that are causing difficulty.

m. In assignments containing many new words have the students
write down the new words they see. Suggest they get the meanings
by use of context and dictionary. Follow this with a discussion
about the meanings of new words.

n. Write sentences containing words with difficult meanings and have
students read them. Write them so meaning can be pinpointed from
context.

o. At junior high and high school level, prepare vocabulary exercises
from words selected from newspapers. Present the words of context
and ask -the students to define them as they 'are used in the
sentences.

gyp. Present words that are spelled alike but with different pronun-
ciations in sentences and ask the children to define each word as it
is used in the sentence.

q. Use the same word,in several different sentences with each sentence
using a different meaning of the word. Ask the children to define

the ward as it is used in each sentence.
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(2) InterPreting punctuation. Skilled readers frequently overlook the
essential role played by punctuation in 'reading because they use these

'marks automatically However, punctuation marks give specific meaning to
or clarify the written word. The size of a unit the child can read is deter-
mined by his maturity and his reading skill. Punctuation breaks the reading
matter into units for him.

These markings are sometimes referred to as the traffic signals of read.:
-mg. They tell the reader when to slow down, when to hesitate, when to
stop; in fact, they are the controls If the reader is to obtain complete and
accurate meaning. A first grade chip was told by his fathet that, he missed
a period whenhe was reading. "Whit's a period?" When the father pointed'
one out to him, he said, "Daddy, that's a 'wait a minute'." This child's
teacher had been leyeloping understanding of the fuktion of punctuation,
marks. Capital letters should also be observed, since they often indicate
the beginning of a new thought unit.

The teacher may help to develop this skill by using the f011owing

J

a.

b:

(
Read material, ignoring punctuation; then reread the.material, using
punctuation.

Write sentences where the punctuation is changed, and call atten-
tion to how this changes the ,meaning. (Examples: "The man, said
the policeman, was guilty. The marl: said the policeman was guilty.",
"He's going. He's going?")

c Call ,attention to how' markings emphasize particular
written materials.

d. When meaning is not clear, discus with the class how punctuation
aids clearer understanding.

e. Develop exercises where students,change the meaning by changing

4.

parts of

the punctuation.-

(3) Interpreting subheadings and -other devices. Subheadings, side-
headings, and similar devices are important irr aiding in the understanding
and-in obtaining a preview of materials to be read. They are essential for
more effective and more meaningful comprehension. _

Many readers' think of these devices simply, as parts that cantle *noted,.
when basically. they, tell the reader what to look for in the matenal he is
reading. Purposeful reading aids comprehension The headings establish the
purpose for that particular unit. Headings are also an aid in locating mate-
rials more rapidly. The student needs only to scan tha material to deter-
mine iEit meets his particular needs. .

Some teaching aids for interpretirig subheadings and other devices are.

8 11



a. tall attention to headings. Read the heading. -discuss with the class
what it says; then have children 're the material, calling attention

to how the heading aided in understand' .

b. Develop materials in which headings are the intim ideas'

c. With the' school newspaper and other regular newspapers, use head-

lines to 'Nitrate heading's.
Take small sections of text or other materials and have children
write the headings for the various parts

(4)Reading by thought units'A good reader grasps thought unit, as he.

reads. If he reads wordbywdtd, comprehension is adversely affected. As
the child's instant recogthtion of words grows, he is able to make the
transition to the 'reading of meaningful units rather than mdividual words
A word-by-word reader loses the sense of the composition by the time he
works his way-laboriously toward the end of a long sentence

Corittary to what some believe, the habit of pausing at approximately
the same place on each line as three fixations per line .is a bad habit

The good reader grasps thought units as his eyes pause on the copy
Some ways children may be led toward the. development of reading by

thought units are'

a. Psepare material to be read orally, giving attention in advance to
how it should be phrased Mark the copy with'light pencil marks
Prepare exercises of multiple-choice type with answers in Phrases

The boy threw the ball
over the moon.

..... over the house.
over the mountain.

c. Ask the child to find a phrase in the story (on a particular page)
that answers a specific question

Where was MarOfin the car)
When di&it happen'' (in the morning)

d. Use an occasional exercise in which sentences are typed with addi-
tional space between phrases.

The little brown bear went down the trail
ahead of the car.
As she stood by, he called over his shoulder

to Mrs. Jones.

(5) Interpreting and appreciating figurative language Childreti often
'fleet figurative language It is especially prevalent in the social studies and

in literature. By using metaphor, simile, personification, or hyperbOle, the

-4
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writer expresses himself with more feeling. Or perhaps he grossly under- 1

. states a situation for effect. Though good writers often express themselves
in a straightforward and simple manner, they sopetimes'employ figurative
language to help thein paint a better word picture.

'The Country was crackingopen with a split right down the middle." ..
"He entered the room from all doors at once." "Another stat knocked
loudly on the door 'or entrance.' "She was a hit and run striven" "It *was

,a slinging, ringing; clinging crowd." "She came up the stairs at 90 miles an
hbor." "The weeping willow sighed audibly and boWed sadly in tbe.wincl."
Thesere examples qf figurativelanguage.encountered by children in their
reading: They must recognize it for what it is. They must 1* able to:------
interpret it is the writer intended and to.appreciatkohy the w,nter'used it.

:Sometimes the literal interpretation is far different from the figurative
mewling. Occasionally the reader encounters subtle, almost hidde , mean-'
ings in.a selection. This often is found in poetry. The readef, if e is to
enjoy such selectiohs, must have thebackgroued to understand as well as a

A desire' to find them. ,

ik7 Some examples of activities designed to improve the child's inter-
It' pretation and appreelation.of figurative language are:

a, When a figure ofipeech is met, take the time to disctisi it wit the
c k.

children. Guide them into getting its meaning and into seeing why it
was used. . .

b. Underline figures of speech used int news magazines and ittnevis-
, papers and discuss their meanings:.

c. With A poem such as Frost's "The Road Not Taken," discuss the
possible double meaning. Lead'the high school students' into de-
ciding what Frost actually meant.

d. In stories involving much figurative language, write literal trans.
lations of the terms and have the, tudents find the figurative Ian.
guap in the story. ~They may then compare 'them to see which
expresses the idea better.

e. Use exercises such as the following:
Diriaions: Rewrite each sentence below in such a that it is

expressed id a better manner. Use figurative language ere-appro-
priate. The first one is done for you. .;

(1) She ran up the stairs as fast as she could.
She flew up the stairs.

(2) He was a recklesarifer.
(3) The little .boy ,came quietly into thp waiting room of the

dentist's office.

10



(4) The frightened child.looked up at the "six feet two" pnncipal.
(5) The cluster of men moved rapidly toward the doer.

f. Prepare ;exercises, involving, figurative language. Hafe the children
discuss o y or in writing what is meant by the underlined words

Th tton men tot. meeting.

The sUnset glo P..
It was a devilo
k b erosion set was out of wcork.

It nearly split the Congress' apart.

(6) Establishing purposes for reading. titteiligent questioning (establish- °,

mg purpoies), improves comprehension in both immediate and delayed

recall to a greater extent than does reading and rereading without prepare -.
tion. Not only in the regular reading class but also in an assignrrient in a

. subject-matter' area, it is essential that purposes be established before the
child reads.

.

The difference between a successful and a dull lesson that fails to
accomplish what the teacher intended frequently lies with the preparation.
Essential aspects of the lesson are the purposes that are established and
how they are established.

The full meaning and implications of a lesstin can be developed by
adequate preparation for the assignment. This is trueln any subiect;matter
area as well as in basal reading instruction.--

*Ur teacher should have several goals in preparing the ctfild for an
ighment. The newsiocabulary shouldbe intrikluCed in a meaningful

manner and'generally in context*Broad concepts of understanding that are

.essential, in obtaining the general and the specific rneanuigs,,should be
developed. The teacher should also create interest in this particular assign-,
*tit.

Followin,4iheabove goals and before the child reads, the teacher
should establisk4the purposes for which the child is to read. That is,,the
child should know specifically the purposes so he will understand exactly

what information he is to obtain from his reading.
Although this does take time, it is essential for good- teaching. If.the.

class has had purposes established and -has read fdr them, then it is neces-
sary for the teacher to evaluate and to correct any misunderstandings,

Some suggestionyor teaching 'children to,read in termsliti their P.m-

poses are these:
/4

a. In teaching a directed reading lesson, give careful thought to setting
the purpose for the initial sent reading. This pirpose should 'vary



from lesson to lesson. At 'the first grade level, the purpose tb be
established may be very simple, as tlet'i read to see what tap-
pened." At higher grade levels, it may become complex, as "Read
these pages. to study how the writer expressed his ideas. You will
note that he uses words that are unusual. Study these unfamiliar
expressions as you get to them. We will discus them later."

b. In content subjects, sugpst ways for the Students to read the-mate-
rial when assignments,a4e' made. In mathematics, the teacher may ,*
ask such questions as: "Read to find the steps necessary for solving
quadradic equatfons." In social studies, the purpose may "Reid
to find the events leading up to the declaration of.war." Inbcien e,
the teacher may state :! "Read _the directions for compiling the
experiment, and jr_sure to note the sequence of steps."

c. Discuss with the children the various purposes for reading a
selection.

d. At the junior high and high school levels, prepare exercises suchas .
these:.

to A general science assignment has been made to read the
"Inaterial in a particular chapter to prepare for a test. the next

day. What is your purpose for reading this chapter? (Answer:
To get the main ideas and details.)

The English teacher assigned a humorous short story for .
reading: She stated that each person would be asked to express
his opinion on it in class the nikt day. What is the purpose for
reading? (Answer: To enjoy it.)

(7y Knowing hiow to read in terms ,of purpose and difficulty Wvel of
materials. Tedchers must guide elementary and high school students in
using appropriate techniques and speeds of reading. 1/e techniques em-
ployed and ,how rapidly materials are read should depend upon why the
materials are being read and how hard they are for the one doing the
reading,

Ri .:ding a factual discussion about Robert Frost is quite different froth
reading one of his poems. Comprehending some of the complex sentences
of Faulkner differs considerably from understanding some of Stembeck's
clear and simple sentences. A chapter, in a chemistry text demands one
kind of reading; reading a short story for enjoyment involves still another

approach. -
Not only does the reader need to know hail' to read for various put

pdses, but he also needs.to know when to read for these,purposes. Some
poor leaders in high school,and college get little from reading because they
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use a limited number of techniques in their reading. Perhaprthe child has
habituated a very, slOw, methodical approach Tor everything tie reads,
whether A be a chapter in a history text or ah: entertaining magazine
article. He may be one who uses A ,"story approach "/for -allall types of
reading, including his geography text. The child must/ learn that as his
purpose changes, his manner of reading changes It is the teacher's respon
sibility for hhelpipg him to learn to read for various purposes and to help,,,sou

him to set up his pnrposes in advance of his reading, In the beginning,
much of the burden, for setting flit' purposes falls tipon the teacher, but
this "burden gpadually, shifts tOa the child. He himself sets the purposes for
his reading, and he elects the most appropriate techniques for reaching-
these purposes. He skims if he- wishes to get a general impression or 'to find
a fact foi niore careful reading. He reads slowly and pauses at natural
points to think about what he has read if he is.seeking details. He teads
rapidly or 0owly, depending upon the intensity of his interest and how

much he Wishes to "chew; upon" the content if he is reading a short story
or a novel fdr enjoyment. In reading h-play, the reader sets the stage in his

own mind. These are some of the varied purposes and ways of reading that
elementary and high school students may employ as they read.

The speed at Which-material should be read sometimes is misunder-
stood. Acommon misco'nceptior is that a good reader has a very rapid rate
Of silent reading-if he is a good reader, he has as Many rates of reading as
he has purposes for reading and difficulty levels of materiils The same
material may be reap at entirely different speeds when the purpose of
leading changes. one may Skim the morning newspaper until he spots in.
item of partiCular interest. At that point, Fie slows down his speed and

reads carefully. The adult taxpayer who reads an income tax blank at the
same speed he does a novel is likely to encounter embarrassing difficulties

ata later date. 'f
Some suggestions for teaching children how to read in terms of purpose

and difficulty level of materials are as follows:

a. compare a wntten arithmetic problem with a paragraph of general

tmaten or with a poem.
b. Disco with the class the difference in following detailed (Inactions

, and in eadmg a sports ,page.
c. DeJel p an understanding of the many different purposes fos which

a per n might read.
d. Use aded material; on different levels about the same topic. or

sim r topics. ilaveotudents read,these and call attention to how

the difficulty of the material-affects both rate and comprehension.

13



e. Read a paragraph to get the general import, or to obtain a single
fact. Then have the'Paragraph reread to find answers toapecific and
detailed questions.

(8) Reading symbols.Symbols of various kinds are utilized in several
different types of materials children read. They are a vital part of man.
reading in geography and history and of mathematics. Children ena inter
proofreading symbols 4h English and diacritical markings An using th dic-
tionary The teacher who teaches the subject in which the ..yinboLs are
used is the teacher who has the responsibility for seeing th#t the children
master these symbols

in geography, the reader encounters sYmboly used for degres,,cities,
capitals, streams, railroads, and state lines. He must also learn to interpret
latitude and longitude The color scheme on some maps wilt give clues to
elevations of land masses or depth of oceans. For intelligent eading al'
niaps, the child needs to know how rq use the map legend for any un-
familiar symbolrthat may be used. , I ..

.

As symbols are encountered in mathematics, fhey should be explained
thoroughly to the pupils. The modern mathematics adds a r umber of ,

symbols to those previously used4n mathematics.
Some suggestions for teaching the reading of symbols are:

a. As each new symbol is met, discuss what it means,
.

b. In a subject such as arithmetic, take the symbols previously taught
and pripare a test on them.

.-"
c. When a symbol thaMlmnot be interpreted correctly without teacher

guidance is to be 7 in reading, introduce the symbol before it is
encountered in context. Take plenty of time to disCuss it. Develop
full meaning orthe symbol.

(9) Reading to find answers to specific questions. Often the elementary
or luglischool Student is faced with the proklem of reading:to find answps
to questions asked by teachers, other chin, authors of texts-and other
classroom reference's, or themselves when the answers are given in the
material to be read. This is an important purpose for reading, and skill in
-this type of comprehension certainly should be developed. .

The teacher may ask ''"How far is it from Chicago to:Los Angeles9"
"How many puppies did the Jones have''" "Where did Mae go when she

joeleft Uncle John''" "How many elements, s the text state we 'have?".
"How many states made up the Confe racy9".As the child reads or
rereads the selection, he makes a mental note of the answer to the par-
ticular question or questions raised prior to his reading. Perhaps he uses a

c
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study technique which involves his asking himself questions he wishes

answered as tte reads.
Sometimes reading tc find answers to specific questioit is thought to

be a fairly low-level skilllof comprehension In some instances, this may be
true, but this type of reading may prove to be quite complex, suchlas in

the Case of some of the more-difficult subject-matter itxt materials Even
though the reading matter may answer the questions directly, a great
amount of background may be necessary for understanding the answer -
`once it has been located,

I Most classrooms give more p lice of this type of reading and of
reading far. details than of main of the other types of reading Basal
reading guidebooks usually present more questions of this kind, than of
those that involve thinkIng beyond the facts. For this reason, the teacher,
must be careful to ust-4`other types of questions in addition to asking

questions when the answers may be found directly stated irk) the reading

matter , , _

When thrss(oll is being developed, someone must ask the questions in
CAINVCrO.f the reading:111e child must have the questions in mind as he
reads if,he is to get practise in reading to fir answers to specific questions
When thoseanswers are Erectly stated in the material to be read The child.

himself should be taught to raise his own questions as a way of focusing
his attention on important,points as he reads. This is an excellent studs

technique. OCcasionally the teacher should provide for the children to
discuss what they should watch fOr as they read Some text Materials. too.
have questions gaveii at The berrungof a chapter to :focus attention upon!

some of the most impoitant points MI of these may help in the develop-1

ment of this skill.
..Some suggestions for teaching this skill are

a. As the developmental reading teacher establishes a purpose or pu
poses for reading, state several specific questions for the children (

keep in mind as they read. Immediately after the silent reading! s
'completed, clactiss these questions, letrnig the children give re

answers. They niay also be asked to skim to find the specific ans er
and to read the jitswer aloud from the text

1'4 b. In a content subject, such as is history, present'se-veral quesqons

you want the children to answer after they have 'Completed the

reading of a chapter These questions plus others should be allied
after the chapter or chapter segment has been read IncludingOther
questions will guard agamst the children reading only to find the

answers to the>specific questions asked.

0
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C. to the purposeful rereading section of the directed reading lesson,
have the children in a subgroup reread to answer specific questions,
some of them involving details that can be answered directly from
the materials being read. "As you reread, watch for the answers to
these questions ..."

' d For children who need special help, prepare short. paragraphs (or
select them from published material) along with factual.questions
of this type. Ask the questions before the children read the para.'
grznhs. Have them read to get the answers to the questions you
hay"! raised.

Give children a listof factual questions Alxvit a chapter in a text
such as may be used in a geography class-before they read the
chapter. They may be asked to wnte out answer% to the questions in
their own words. As soon as this is done; the -questions may be
discussed in class, with children Tereading to'clear up corifficting
answers. A second reading may be done to answer questions that
involve getting implied meanings, evaluat[ng critically, following ,
sequences, and the hke. - Y o

.4 f. Teach children .that more than one reading is necessary in content
area material for a thorough understanding of the content of chap-
ters in texts. Students may be given several fairly difficult factual.
questions (as in physics or history) in advapce of their reading. Ask
therrirto read thentire chapter carefully and then reread as much as
they need to for a complete understanding of the questions "What
is the relationship of tempeiature to the density of the air''" "De-
scribe how lightning occurs and what causes it '",'"How does a bill
become a law of the United States'''. "How is the President of the
United States elected'''. Discuss with the students the importance of
recalling what they have read in between readings.

(10) Readirt for details. An essential aspect of all types of reading is

he apprehension of-details In study materiels. to obtain the specific
_meaning the reader mint obtain the important minor as well as the major

ideas. Reading for details i; related ,directly to many of the other-compre
hension,and study skills To enjoy fully some types of recreational reading,
such as mystery,stories, getting the details is essential

Elementary and high school students are often inaccurate in this skill-
This is especially true in reading difficult materials 16 II:

Difficulty in reading for details arises partially frogi several aspdts.
First, it is a relatively slow, analytical process requiring clizzse attention and
concentration on the part of the reader Frequent rereading is necessary to
obtain the essential details and their interrelationships Rereading may arso

\ .
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filled with directsens to be followed. Follc0
porta,nt im taking standardized tests and rie
gramed reading Materials: .

The teacher needs to help the children:id
of interptetation of directions. A sort of "

mg directions also is int:,

sponding to items in pro-
..

op an attitude of precision
't care" attitude, or one of

"just so 1 cone 'hear it," sometimes appearslo have been developed by a
few children. A teacher being satisfied withinexactness may lead to such
an attitude. Chddyen should learn the imriortance of understanding pre-
ciselj, what is to Le duili,and that if directions are not clearly understood!
they should rereadtkent.

If children are to feejatesponsibility for:Intetpreting written directions
accurately, teachers milt insist that they read the directions for them-
selves. It is often easier on the teacher to Correct' child verbally if he is
following,chrections inaccurately, but such-help will not develop indepen-
dence m this- type_of reading. The slower process of asking the child to
reread the directions: to see if he is doing what they tell him to do is a
ruch better approach. %is places the burden where it should be on the

.

Children who are poor readers may fail tcfollow directions kccduse
they cannot recognize key words. Not knowing the word ''underline," a
chill may interpret it as "circle," In these cases, it is likely that the child is
being given materials toe difficult for him. Any instruction in following
directions should be given in materials childken_can read.

Some suggelons for teaching children to f6llow directions are

a. Give simple directions in the minal teaching of this skill Example
Do what each sentence tells you to do

(1) Draw a line through the first word of this sentence.
112) Put an X on the picture of the tree
(3) Color the flower red.
(4) Circle the last word of this sentence
(5) Put two marks under the third word of this sentence.

b. V rite directions for routine classroom "housekeeping" duties on
the chalkboard Have each child read his particular assignment \

c. Occasionally prepare individual assignnients for the children Write
out individual instructions and give to the children.

d. Where workbooks are used, insist that childrenread their own dim:-
tions. When some child farislo follow directions accurately, suggest
he reread his instructions, Then have-him tell you what thiy state
In high school, teach students to fill in income tax blanks in appro-
priate classes. Near the beginning of the calendar year is a good time
for such an activity
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filled with directions to be followed., Following directions also is im-
portant in taking standardized tests and in responding to items in pro-
gramed reading materials.

The teacher needs to help the children develop an attitu* o .precision
of interpretation of directions.'A sort of "don't care" attitude, or one of
'lust so I come near it," sometimes appears to have been developed by a
few children. A teacher being satisfied with inexactness may lead to such
an attitude. Children should learn the importance of understincling pre-
cisely what is to be done.,.artclthat if directions are not clearly understood,
they should reread therm

If children are to feel a responsibility for interpreting written directions
accurately, teachers must insist that they read the directions/for them-
selves It is often easier on the teacher to correct a child verbally if he is
following directions inaccurately, but such help will not develop indepen-
dence in this type of reading The slower process of asking the child to
reread the direction% to see if hey what they tell him to do ika
much better approach. This places the burden where it should be on tqe
child.

Children who are poor readers'rpay fail to follow directions because
they cannot recognize key words. Not knowing the word "underline," a

child may interpret it as "circle." In these cases, it is likely that thecluld is
being given .materials too difficult for him. Any instruction m following
directions should be given in materials children can read.

Some suggestions for teaching children to follow directions are:

a. Give simple directions in the initial teaching of this skill. Example
Do what each sentence tells you to do.

( I) Draw a line through the first word of this sentence.
(2) Put an X on the picture of the tree.

o
(3) Color the flower red.
(4) Circle the last word of this sentence
(5) l'ut tWo 'larks under the third word of this sentence.

b. rite directions for routine classroom "housekeeping" duties on
the chalkboard Have each child read his particular assignment

c Occasionally prepare individual assignments for the children. Write
mit individual instructions and give to the children.

d Where workbooks are used, insist that children read their own direc-
tions When some child fails to follow directions accurately, iuggest
he reread his instructions Then have him tell you what they state.

e In high school, teach students to fill in income tax blanks in appro-
priate classes Near the beginning of the calendar year Is a goad time
for such an activity
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f. Give the boys directions for making kites and thekarls directions for
making puppets. Discuss these with Om. Look at the products of
those who make the objects.

(12) Reading to understand the writer's plan of attack. The superior
reader understands the writer's plan of attack if he comprehends the mate-
Rai as he should To understand fully the author's meaning, the reader
must determine if the material .is presented as fact, as opinion, with a
"tongue in cheek" approach, as satire, or for recreational reading-Readers
frequently interpret literall what the auth6Chas written as sarcasm.
Understanding figures .of speech may be essential to adequate

comprehension -
Another.approach to'rhe plan of attack is how.the author develops his

matenal. One author may state his main points first and then develop Ale,
supporting evidence, while the secorfd begins with details and supporta/1
evidence, reaching his conclusions and main ideas at the end of the maliri
al. The method he uses in organizing material. developing understandings-,
and how he illustrates and explains will aid in comprehension

Writers differ in the use of footnotes, how they -cite supporting .evi-
dence, and the way they develop illustrations and use graphs The writer
will generally have consistency in his approach , Understanding these as-'
pects aids comprehension and contributes to ease of reading'

Illustrations, for' teaching students to understand the writer's plan of
attack are the following

a. Ask students to determine whether the material is factikal or satire'
Follow by discussion

b. Have students outline materials following the author's organiiation
c. Study different chapters of the same book. to determine if the plan

6rattack i§ con sisten t

d. Compaie writings of different authors and different types of ma-
tenal to notedifference in plan of attack

(1.3) Reading to follok, a sequence of events Being able to follow a
sequencef happenings is an important ability in understanding historical
matenal It is also necessary for comprehending fully much of fiction In

addition to being able to-recall the order of happenings, the reader must
have' an accurate concept of distance in time between the events and
relationships among them. Because the concepts of lime and of cause and
effect relations are also involved, this ability may be thought of as a cluster
of skills rather than a single one

Time terbds to run together for young children, and they have little idea
of the ci,tationship of events, such as yesterday coming before today Ask a
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sixyear-old in the afternoon to tell you what he has done since getting up
in the morning. He is likely to mix the happenings with little attention to
the order in which they occurred. Both maturation and experience are
necessary for this understanding to develop.

'Children who hear parents tell or read stories and who have retold the
stories have a .head start on the development of this ability., First grade
teachers who have children retell "as it happened" a story such as "Goldi-
locks and the Three'Bears," are working on this skill.

The time line is a good aid for helping children to understand the
relationship between events in terms of the times of the, occur ence. This
is the foundation of understanding cause and effect refationships. Seeing
dates charted on a time line orders these events in terms of other related

.
events. History teachers often start a time line chart at the beginning of
the course and add important events to the chart as they are studied. The
students, by the end of the course, hayse charted in time all important

- historical happenings and are able to see some cause and effect, relations
from thechart.

. To know who -did what, and when and where it occurred is important,
but for establishing. cause and effect relations, how and why are also
necessary Teachers' questions will often determine if children see the
relations between events. How and why quiitions, must be asked if chil-
dren pre to note as they read the causal relations between events.

Some teaching suggestions for this skill are:

a. Have pupils retell a story as it was written.,
b. Present several events in a story Or an actual happening in scrambled

order. and ask the pupils to place them in the correct order.'
c Use a time line to chart events in history or in a story. OnelFnay be

started at the beginning of a course in history and continued to the
end of the course. Only important events would be charted.

d Raise qtestibrts about how and why vents in history or fiction
were brought about.

lo the upper elementary grades and above, analyze current happen-
ings in terms of glee antecedents. Examples "What events led up
to the increase tithe price of steer)" "What important events oc
curred lust prior t the President's address to the Nation?"

1' Help .pupils to make the transition from "once upon a time" to a
more accurate statement of when past events occurred by relating
the event's occurrence' to the lifetime of the children Example
Most of you are ten years of age This battle occurred 100 years

ago That is ten times as long as each one of you has lived."
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g., Present a list of possible causes, with some incorrect pos.sibilines, of
a happening in a story or in real life. Ask pupilktoehminate those
which could not have been causes.

(14) Reading to get main idea Reading to set;,the- Main idea is an
important skill in both recreational and study matenals. It may be neces-
sary for the reader to grasp the main idea ola paragraph, a page, an article,
or a chapter. This ability is necessary for comprehending factuaf'material.
It is also used in the reading of the more abstract types of writing, and the
main idea here may be a feeling or emotion expressed by. the writer.

This is a rather difficult skill as it involves discrimination and judgmern
on the part_ of the reader. He must get the essential' implication 6f the
whole with little attempt to, remember details In study materials this is
finding the important parts that are required for understanding. This ap-
proach leads to maximum enjoyment and relaxation in recreational
reading.

To aid instructntrt in this area the teacher can use introductions, con-
clusions, topical sentences, headings, and summary sentences Newspapers
are helpful in using headlines as main ideas.

Stories can be used where students wnte the headlines. Summarizing
paragraphs and short articles in one sentence will help with understanding.
This type of exercise should always be followed by discussion so that the
student understands if his summaryois or is not the main idea

Exercises to help develop this'skill include the following.

a Cive the main points of the story.

b. Ask what the expected outcome of this process was
c Use newspaper stories with headlines removed and ask studerpa to

write headlines. .
d. Have new titles written for stories by the student with explanation

of how they fit the story. .

e Have titles and subheadings written for paTaaraphs and articles
f. List several possible titles and let students select the one that best

fits the story:article, or paragraph

(L5) Reading to locate information Reading to locate information may
be considered also as a cluster of skills and understandings Sometinth the
reader is searching for information on a single topic orrperhaps the answer
to a concise question He may skim to locate the pertinent, section and
then read It carefully Or perhaps he concludes that the selection does not
contain what he seeks Again, he may use an index or table of contents to
locate a selection for further re* ading At still another time he may go to

I
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reference books for the locatiOn of information. He must know that the
reference books exist and also how to use them. This involves finding what
he wants and discarding irrelevant data. In summary, reading to locate
information includes (I) skimming to locate a fact or a section for further
reading, (2) knowledge of the existence of selected reference books, and
(3) skill in using locations! aids (such as table of contents, indexes, map
listings, alphabetizing, and the card catalog.) These skills are extremely
important in study-type of reading._

Planned instruction is "needed for teaching the skills and understandings
involved in locating information, and situations involving use of the skills
must be set up to insure mastery. After the initial teaching of a skill, such
as using the table of contents; moat of the practice in using that Skill
should con* along with actual experience in using the aid in obtaining
needed information.

Whenever possible, sets-of encyclopedias and other widely used refer-
ence books should be readily available to the children in the classrodm.
Those used less frequently may be housed in the central library. A copy of
The World Almanac is useful in upper ekmentary, junior high, and high
school classrooms. In all classrooms above the primary grades, an adequate
number of dictionaries should ti available at all times.

Several publishers have recently prepared materials aimed toyard Wip-
ing teachers to teach the use bf reference aids. Among these are Educa-
tional Development Laboratories and Science Research Associates.

Some teaching suggestions for reading to locate information are:

a. Check to make certain children know the alphabet befcve trying to
teach them to use a reference in which knowkdge of the alphabet is
required, as in use of encyclopedias.

b. To get practice in skimming to find a particular bit of information,
plade a pencil in the center of the page as a guide .-- if it is needed.
Make one quick fixation on either side of the pencil, keeping in
mind the fact for which you are looking. Eventually what you are
seeking will "hop out at you." The pencil should not be used wile;
it is necessary as a reminder to look rapidly twice per line; remove it
as soon as it is not needed. You are not reading every word; you are-
merely searchitirto see if the line contains information you seek. If
you aie 16king for a dateyou would slow down only cif you saw a
date inserted in the materials. ,

c. Use exercises of this type to teach use of book titles in locating
information.



,You are looking fclrinforaiation on Meiican agriculture. Which
books are likely possibilities? Check these.

Our Neighbors to the North
'Our Neighbors to the South
Fighting Bulls in Mexico
Nortirand South American Farming Practices

d.' At intervals, 'set up situations that will cause pupils to use the table
of contents and the index in texts they use. "We studied about the
formation of.motintains several months ago. Let's use the index to
find the section in the text on this. When you find it, read it again.
We'll need this as a basis for our discussion."

e: "Use exercises such as this in teaching use of index: ,

You are looking for information on transportation in Atherica
during the late 1700's and early MO's. What are passible headings
you may find related to this in,your text? (Study the index before
preparing such exercises.)

f. Familiarize children in intermediate grades and upward with the
particular encyclopqllas in the school. IF asset has a special index
and a'yearbook, let the pupils know and require them to use these.

(16) Reading to ens y and to appkciate. Enjoyment and appretiation
of the written word pends upon more than comprehenSion Emotions
and attitudes play an mportant part. However, an essential element of
enjoyment and appreciation is the ability to read the material and to
comprehend what it says.

To become a good reader the child must read more than the as*rnents
that are required in school. This is one reason why recreational reading
should be an important part of the school *gram at all levels. Generally, t
the person who enjoys reading and- can apprecilte the humor, the finer

411 shades of meanings, the way a plot is developed, or the reasoning of the
autilor will do free reading. This does notfp?aclude enjoyment and appre-
ciation of textbooks.

Appreciation and enjoyMent may be developed by the followingge.

a. Have children bring favorite poetry and read it to the class.

b. Dramatize enjoyable pries.
c. Read to the class miter types of materials about various subjects,

Perhaps much more toile should be spent in reading to children at
all levels Of the public schools than is now being spent.

d. Read to the'class and discuss with them parts that illustrate charac-
ter, that give shades of *waning, that are subtle humor, that illus.
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irate figures of speech, andspither types that fumishenjoyment and
apKreciation of the rich heritage of syntten materials. : ,

(17)Readmg to interpret illustrative matend(*uch as 'maps, globes,
.

:. graphs. tables, and pictures. Maps, globes, graphs, tables, charts, and-Vic-
tures are vital parts of printed matter in most subject areas, and children
must learn to read them effectively. The child firSt encounters illustrative
matenal in school in the form of in readineis books. He meets
increasingly complex illustrations as he moves u ard through the grades.
He must become an effective reader of all types o lustrative material.

'Children are associated With maps and globes from the primary grades
upward The.), need to know what these aids are, how they are Made, and
how to read them accurately and rapidly. Some of the understandings

essary for effective use of mapi and globes are knowledge of the speciAl
e terms (such as latitude, lqaigitude, and equator), knowing the purpose of

tie grid system, understanding whY we have a North and a South pole,
recognizing distortions caused by portraying the eaith's surface on a flat
map, knovifing how to read the map legend, understanding the symbol.?
used, and knowing the meaning of the various colors used on a Map.

When a table, graph, or chait is first included in text material, the
teacher must teach`the children how to read it. He must als'b help the
pupils to develop the habit of taking the time necessary to stud 'these

rids. They are vital parts of the reading matter and must be read.
Pictures are often included with the text to enlarge upon or explain the

printed matte, The student who does not "read' them misses a part of
the story or article Some recent jailor high and high school reading texts
include exercises on interpreting pictures.

An incidental approach to the teaching of the reading and interpretation
of illustrative material will, not get the job done: instruction must be

./.--1planned. Lessons, shoied oe scheduled To teaching the various skills and
understandings involved in each type of illustrative matter. Follow-tip
practice is also necessary for.germanent learning..

Some' teaching suggestions for reading illustrative material are.

a Stow 'children a picture fdr a short time. Remove it and then have
them describe orally or in wnling what they saw. Interpretative
questions may also be asked "What do you think has happened just
before the scene you see" "Where do you think they are goine"
"What do you think They Will do next?" "Why does the girl have
the puppy in her hat?"

h. When a graph or similar Illustration is met, lead the children into
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seeing how it tells Axe than or makes clearer the printed text.
c. Took 1p children uttderstand tables, have them make a table of some

characteristibout themselves. For instance, they may make-a ta-
ble of(their heights and/or weights.

d. In teaching map reading, start with maps that carry very little m the
way of detail. Giadually move toward detail.

e. Obtain inexpensive or'free maps ,tar children can "get their hands
on" to build familiarity with maps.

f. Have class Riembers writeto the vinous state chamblis of commerce
for information about the states. Pupils may look g a 'U.S. map to
guess the routes their letters will travel to their destinations:They
may also note the states each letter will cross..
Encourage pupils who make out-of-state trips during holidays to give
a brief report of the trip and to show -on a map where they went.

14, Discuss thepurriose of the imaginary grid system used on the map
and globe. Explain that it helps us to locate places on the map or on
the globe. Explain how longitude and latitude fit into the picture.

i. As a beginning in map reading,,haVe the pupils draw a "map" of the
classroom or of the school ground. This gets over the idea that a
map is a "blueprint" of something that actually exists. Next, to
tea ch the scale, a "map: of thy classroom may be drawn to scale.

J. Encourage parents who aleilanning summer trips to let the children
serve as "navigators: Planning a cross-countr)i trip is an excellent

*way to learn to read road maps.
k. To show a contrast. between the map and the globe, have the chil-

dren compare two places near the North pole (such as Nome and
Whitehorse). Follow this by cutting into segments an inexiilsive
rubber ball. Show what ,happens when the end of a segment is
stretched.

I. Teach, the legend'of a map and have the children apply what they
have been taught. Plan for periodic practice of this skill.

(18) Reading to get depth for detailed remembering. Purposeful reading,
as indicated earlier, is much more effective than reading when purposes
have not been established. To aid the.retention of knowledge, individuals
work out their own or use techniques that have been developed by others.

A technique that aids study and "retention has been developed. Known
in various 'forms, it is frequently.referred to as either the SQ3R (developed
by Francis Robinson, of Ohio State University) or the PQRST (used by
the U.S, Armed Forces) method. These methods are basically the same
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Survey Preview
Question Question
Read Read
Recite Survey
Review Test .

The SQ3R appears to be the most widely used and will be discussed here.
Survey means to Let a preview or understanding of what is to be read. It

makes use of several of the comprehensionskills already discussed. In
reading a book, the stuOent reads the preface, examines the table of con-
tents, thuMbs through the book and reads brief passages, and reads chapter

"introductions and summaries.
In surveying a chapter, the Student reads the title, the introduction, the

headings, subhead)ngs or sideheadings, and the chapter summary. A person
may skim parts of the chapter to get a more detailed picture. In this
manner the reader obtains an overview of the content of the material to be
read, and by anticipating what to expect, his comprehension can be un-
proved. With short selections, the introductory paragraph, the summary
paragraph, and topic sentences are read to obtam an overview of the
matenal

'AlOng with and following the surveying Comes the Question step. Dur-
ing the Survey the strident thinks about the material and anticipates what
he expects to obtain from it To%do this efficiently, he may ask hAself
questions. "What do I want to obtain from this material' How will the
second part be related to the first part9 What are going to be the important
aspects9 The detalls9 From the survey he should be able to organize his
thinking so that he- wdl be; reading for certain types of information, thus
more, intelligently guiding his own reading. Reading the questions at the
end of a chapter or section is also good practice in making the reading
more purposeful.

Following:the Question part, the student will Read the material. This
reading should be an active process and adjusted to the purposes for which
he is reading When he finds an answer to a question, he may need to slow
down his reading or to reread the part that is of most Importance. The
author may call attentio* to certain parts needing stress by use of itahcs,
using boldface type, or some other typographical aid These should be
signs calling the reader's attention to the Importance of this.part.

Recite will follow the reading of the material, or it may tome at times
when the reader has read part of the matenal_ or has found parts that
appear to be of special significance. The reader will recall his questions, the
questions of the author, or think of new questions that have occurred
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during the reading. He then should state to himself, in his own words. the
answers to these/questions. This process is much mote productive for both
comprehension and for recall than simply having a vague tmpresiion and
thinking, -Oh yes, this part is the answer Titne spent in -reciting" im-
proves both immediate and delayed recall

Review will occur after the preceding four Here the reader can go

further 'than the Recite step Mentally he may* over the entire material,
organizing it and relating the various parts Thistiny,also include doing the
steps that were included in the Survey to give tyir,Ti a more thorough under-
standing. Again he may want to take his or the atit hors questions to see if
he has specific understandings. It may alsosinvolve rereading to clear up
vague ideas. Review, Of course, would be done before tests or reporting-
sessions.

This type of study pattem is a very effective way to improve coMpr-
hension and to aid remembenng.

Some suggestiohs for teaching children to read in depth for detailed,
remembering are these /

.a. In junior high and high school classes, take time to teach a technique
such as the SQ3R approach. Go through-the trocew the children
follow in materials each student has in his hands Give two or three
similar sessions at later times, spaced at least several days apart to
make certain the students have learned this approach

b. Encourage children to outline difficult materials and to review their
outlines penodrcally

c Give practice in selecting main ideas and details in 'materials they
have read

d Take advantage of every opportunity tooremind students that diffi-
cult material must be read, thought about, and read again perhaps ,

several times for detailed remembering,
e Have children summarize short selections with sentences and longer

selections with paragraphs to heiplmprove comprehension

(19) Reading to draw conclusions, to generalize, to get implied mean-
ings Understanding the meaning of directly stated facts is only a part of

being able to readeffeetively The reader must be able to think with those
facts as he reads them. He must be able to draw conclusions from them, to
generahie from what he has woad to other situations not mentioned in the
reading matter, and to "read between the lines" as he also gets the literal
meanings of a selection -Sometimes the most significant meaning goes
beyond what is directly stated, and at times, what the writer actually 4s
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saying goes fir beyond the literal translation of the words he has used.
FroM the very earliest instruction in reading, children must be taught to
"think with" the facts encountered in reading. Drawing conclusions, gen-
eralizing, and getting implied meantngi are important both in develop-
mental and in content-area reading

The questions teachers ask set the stage for the types of reading the
children do: Some questions teachers may ask to lead the.children into
thinking as they read are these "Why do you think Uncle Jack wanted Rill
to visit him during the harvest season?"'"What do you think happened just
before' our story started?" Write a new ending for this story."'"If you had
been one of Wathington's soldiers at Valley Forge, how do you suppose
you would have felt toward Washington?" "Which president do you think
was our greatest? _Why" "Coinpare Macbeth and Hitler." "In Robert
Frost's The Witch of Coos,' what mood is Frost attempting to create? Is
he serious, or is he writing with 'tongue in cheek'?" "Why do you suppose

.. -
scientists thought the atom could not be split?"

Children who have been answenng factual questions only often appear
lost when confri'vted with questions demanding that they think beyond
that which is stated in the text or other pnnted matter A gradual process
must be followed m leading them toward proficiency in these skills. Ord-
(herr who have been asked cAestions involving thought from first grade
upward are likely to think Along with their reading. Reading must be
accompanied by a great deal of thought at all grade levels

Some teaching suggestions for getting implied meanings are- .

a. Prepare a description of some process or activity with which the
chiltriS familiar. Stop the description before the end and ask the
child to supply the next step.

b. Tell the child before he reads that the story does not tell him who
Crfornect some act, what kind cif person a character is, where the
ory happened, when the action took place, or soinethirig of this

nature. Then hay.e the child read to "fill in the gap" on this infor-
mation. This forces him to think as he reads'`

c :Ask the child to describe some object mentioned in the story as he
thinks it would look.

d Select cartoons from the editonal pages of recent newspapers and
ask the children to interpret them. They will see that a great deal of
background information is necessary for an accurate interpretation.

e. Select e story or stones from newspapers in which the reader must
"read between the lines" to get the full significance of certain parts
of the story. Discuss the implied meanings
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f. Discuss some current news story in which stud are interested.
Discuss what is likely to happen next and why.',,.

g. Ask questions that will lead the student to dtsiw conslusions, to
"read between the lines." These questions shotld lead the student
into thinking with the facts. Examples "If you had been one of
General Lee's soldiers at the surrender, how do you suppose you
wold have felt toward Lee?" "Describe Sam McGee as you think
he RokeA and acted. How much of yourdescnption is in the, poem,

4. d how much is in your imagination" "The story dOesn't tell us,
t why do you think John refused to look toward the old house"

h. Select a fw paragraphs frpm a short story and read them aloud to
the clasAsk them, to predict what will h.appen next. Discuss why

they think as they do. Suggest they read the remainder of the Story
to cheCtdil the accuracy of their predictions. ..

i. Write-a short paragraph involving action or feeling but do not com-
.plete the ''story." Let the pupils supply the ending.

j. Have the students write a pew endingIo a story.
.

k. *Have the students read the description of a character in a story. Ask

, them to describe the character more fully. adding other traits they

think he possessed, Ask why they'think as they do.
1. Suggest the students read biographical matenal on histoncal charac-

ters. Lead-).hem into seeing that history is influenced by living peo-

ple. Ask what kind of person they think a particular historical cha-

racter vorsiwhen their age.
m.. In history or in a story with a period setting, take time to discuss

the way people lived at the time so interpretations and under-

standingi will be in terms of life'as it was at the time of, the story,

not in pr ent terms.
Raise queitions that will lead students to put themselves "into the

shoes" of someone quite different from themselves about whom

they have read. Lead them into seeing that in many ways they and

the "diffelrent" person are very much alike.

(20) Reading to evaluate critically. Ina democracy, it is essential that
there is cntical evaluation in both listening and reading. Critical reading is

one of the tught-r comprehension Skills. Even highly intelligent children

may be poor in IFus skill
Critical evaluation at higher levels requires a skilled reader In addition,

judgment is necessary in selecting the appropriate data for generalizing and

for reaching conclusions. The many differentriews that are expressed, the

propaganda that all readers meet, and wise consumer education make it

imperative thaOnstruction be given in this skill, 77
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In the United States, the concept of freedom of the press and freedom
of speech has apparently developed for many the belief that any material
in pnnt is true. This seems to be especially true of ideas concerning news-
papers and news magazines. The goal of the teacher should be to get the
reader to evaluate the matenal. To. do this he must have skill and must
think for himself. It is not indoctrination.

Use of the other comprehension skills and of the study skills contnbute
to evaluation of wntten jnatenal. "Who wrote the matenal, and what is his
background in this area" When was it wntten" Is it stated as fact or
opinion" Does the author cite supp(rting evidence" Are special interests
involved" Is bias indicated? Are thi. statements specifics or generalities"
The use of this type of question and Others will assist the reader in deter-
mining whether the material is significant. .

Teaching recognition of propaganda devices will also aid in cntical eval-
uation but will not do the complete job. The reader can detect these-,
devices and still be influenced by them. He may recognize in article as
propaganda, but because of his bias, still be influenced by the material. If
the reader has limited knowledge of the subject, the propaganda may be so
subtle that,he does not recognize it Developing a cntical attitude so that

- the reader aluates and compares materials will be helpful. r-
SOme ways that this can be done are the following

a. Have the child read a story, and then ask if he believes this is true.
b. Have hire read statements by a wnter, then have him indicate

whether this is stated as an opinion or a fact
c. Determine whether the wnter has a background to enable him to

make judgments in the area about which he is wnting.
d Use advertisements, especially those of the testimonial and band

wagon types, and have the class analyze and discuss them. het them
bring advertisements to class to illustrate need for evaluation.

e Bring statements indicating opposite 'viewpoints and have them
compared.

f Take statements on controversial issues and have the class rewrite
them using only the factual matenals in the statement,

g Determine whether the wnter indicates that this is opinion or fact,
h Compare earlier writings with those of today that are about the

same subject Call ttention to cop'nght dares
Encourage discussio ar and discrepancies students may note in the
same book or In a co risen of two sources
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TEACHING COMPREHENSION SKILLS IN
BASAL READING

HAI D. Simpson

When basal readers are used for instruction, the teacher emphasizes

meaningful reading from the beginning. The teacher provides motivating

questions Elifore the children read silently, even at first grade level All of

the comprehension skills can be developed in part through reading lessons

without recourse to definite practice exercises separated from the story

content. The skills that the teacher decides to develop in any particular

lesson will depend upon the total reading program, and this is based upon

the needs of the pupils. Many excellent suggestions for the development of

comprehension abilities are found in teacher's guidebooks accompanying

-baiial reading texts. _ .
The teacher needs to know. the various comprehension skills and the

interrelationships of these skills in order to plan an effective develop-

mental program in reading. He is nblielted to prepare the reader for com-

prehension. Certain pnnciplis should be observed in guiding the program

of building comprehension.
Twolesson plans, one at third grade and the other at ninth grade level,

will be presented. A six-phase pattern --will be used here. These six phases

are as follows.

A. Building readiness for the story
B. Directed silent reading
C. Comprehension check and skill building

D. Word recognition skill building
E. Re'reading with, another purpose

F. Follow-up activities

As will be noted, the phases are not necessarily in the exact order

presented here except for the first two steps. Each step, or phase, will be

lettered as it is-above in order to make it easier for the reader to follow

A Lesson Plan for "Jam for Jim," Third Grade Reading Level

This lesson plan ts based on "Jam for Jim," in Houghton Mifflin's

Climbing Higher, second semester, third grade jeading level. This pattern

may be used for teaching a story or article on any grade level, but what

would be done in each step would vary considerably in terms of the story

or article, the background ofthe students, and the major purposes of the

story or artiele. If the teacher has several groups in reading, she would use

this particular plan with those reading in the second semester, third grade

reading text.
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A. Building readiness for the story.

(Thu step attempts to do four things Build an interest m the story, give.
oral Control of the vocabulary that may cause difficulty; build whatever
concept background is needed for an undeistanding of the story, and set a
purpose or purposes for reading.)

(Give out the books. Have the pupils find the table of contents.) "Find
the title, `Jam for Jim.' What is the page number? Turn to page 5. Look at
the picture. What do you thing the boy is doing? Is he a good shOt? How
do you know? Can you throw well? Tell us some of the things you can
hit: The boy's name is Clemi" (Print the word Clem on the chalkboard.),

We are going to read about Clem and some of the things which happen to
him. Close your books and let's look at some of the words which might
cause some trouble."

Introducing new words. (The story contains sixte new words, but the
pupils should able to identify independently of these except rasp -
berries,practjce and cottage. Print he sentence the board: I like to eat
raspberries with sugar and cream. Point to rasp rries.) "You may know
this word. Use the meaning of the other words in the sentence and what
you know about the sounds that letters or groups of letters standlor to
help you decide what the word is. The letter p is silent in this word. Be
sure the word makes sense. Who can tell us that word? Now let's say it
together. Someone read the whole sentence for us.; (Introduce the other
two words in a similar manner, making certain they are presented in
sentences,) .

Setting up reading purposes. "Have you ever been berry picking? In our
story Sally goes berry picking, and Clem plays a trick on her. Let's read to
find clut how he frightens Sally arid if you think this is a good trick."

B. Directed silent reading.

"Read pages 5,6, and 7, and find out two things. How did Clem happen
to have stones in his pocket? And how did he frighten Sally? I shall be glad
to help you with any word you 'do not know or cannot 'figure out. for
'yourself."

(The teaoher stands by to help as the children read silently She gives
help on the spot when it is needed. If the child has the skill backgtound
foi unlocking the word for himself, the teacher gives a quick clue and
petmits the child to help himself. If it would take too long andrdestroys
the train of thought, the teacher would tell the child the word.) ,'

C. Comprehension check and skill building., .
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"How did Clem happen to have stones in trig pocket? How did he a

jhten Sally? If you were in the woods and heard a loud noise, what
would you think had happentd? What would have happened if Clem had
missed the target and had hit Sally? How are raspberries and blackberries
alike? How are they different?"

E. Rereading nth another purpose.

"Find the lines on page 5 that tell when Clem first learned to throw."
(Have someone read it orally.) "Now find the lines on page &that tell how
Clem got ready to frighten Sally." (Ask someone to read it orally. The
teacher may want someone to read the whole page.) "Find the question
Sally asked Clem on page 7. Read just the question. Now will you read all
of page 7?"

(If the pupil does not recognize a word while reading orally, tell him
what that word is. Make a note that the pupil needs additional work with
the word. The pupil may be distracted if he has to figure out the word for
himself. The major purpose of oral reading should be voice intonations,
emphases and pauses which are necessary to interpret.the story. The other'
children should listen but not necessarily keep the place.)

B. Directed :dent reading.

"Now read pages 8 and 9. Find out what Clem said he would do if he:
saw a bear' and why Sally was picking raspbemes." (Again the teache(
stands by to give help as the last two pages of the story are read silently.)

C. Comprehension check and skill building.

"Well, what did Clem say he would do if he saw a bear? Why was Sally
picking raspberries? Was Sally really afraid? Why? Where did Clem suggest
they go to pick raspberries? Who was Jim? How many raspbemes had
Sally picked? Why didn't she have more?"

E. Rereading for another purpose.
. _

"Find and read the tines on page 8 that tell viehy Clem was practicing
throwing stonc3." (Ask one child to read the whole page.) "Find and read
the lines on page 9 that tell what lirnwanted the first thing when he got
home from the army."

C. Comprehension check and skill building.

(The teacher leads a discussion of the entire story to make sure that the
main facts are understood, but, more important, she works toward having
the children think about what they havefad. She leads them into evalu-
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ating decisions and actions and into thinking beyond the story, into get-
ting implied meanings. The teacher would need' a list of questions to help
her to 'see that all important points are covered if they do not come out in
the discussion. Some possible questions are listed below.)

(I) What was the most important idea in the,story?
(2) Would you use just a stone to frighten away a bear? Why?

Why not?
(3) What was different about this story that made the story

unusual?

(4) What was the trick Clem played on Sall*

(The teacher may use exercises stich as the followineones.)

Vocabulary Choosing the Right Word:

(1) Berry often grow on land from which the trees have
been cut.

bunches bounces bushes
(2) It is easy to tnii over tree when looking for bemes in

such/Maces.
stumps stoves stops

(3) Some animals that usually are of people will come close
to towns looking foribernes.

scared scratch scold
(4) Bears don't often ..... ..... people.

bother borrow brother

Recalling Details: If the statement is true, write the word true, if it is
false, wnte the word false.

(1) Clem could throw a snowball well.
..... (2) Clem did not like to throw at a can on top of a post.

(3) Clem was walking through the woods late one afternoon.

(4) Sally knew that Clem was in the woods. ,

(5) Clem missed when he tried to hit the pail.
(6) Sally dropped her pail.
(7) Sally said Clern\kwould be afraid to throw a stone at a bear:

E. Rereading With another purpose.

Today's story is a good story to read aloud because it has so much
Conversation in it. What do we.mean by conversation?" (Eneourdie suffi-
cient discussion to enable the children to understand the meaning of the
word.)

(Choose certain children to portray the characters of Clem and Sally.
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An Other child may be the narrator to read the parts that are not conversa-
tion. The children should be encouraged to readas they talk and to show
by their voices how they think the story characters felt as they were
talking.)

"The rest of the class will listen. You need not keep up with the place
in your boU. Try to be a good audience as the other children read."

D. Building worn recognition skill.

(The teacher may use an exercise similar to the following.) Directions:
Draw a line around the word that answers each question. Use letter and
sound associations along with context to figure out words you do not
know.
(I) Which of these words might you use in talking about several L ..shes

growing together?
clump pump stump

(2) Which of these words mean close with a loud noise?
dare jam slam

(i)*Wluch of these words means turn fast'

. slkul thin grin
(4) Which of these words means to take something that is not yours?

squeal heal steal
(5) Which of these words means to look at?

square scare stare
(6) Which of these is something a king sits on'

stone throne shone
-(1-Which of these do rivers do?

Crow flow throw

F. Follow-up activities.

(The lesson may not have-a follow-up activity, though it often does It.
may be anx one of a number of activities. The children may find another
story about raspberries and one may read it to the Class. They may drama-
tize the story. Some may wnte another ending to the story. Others may
draw a picture to illustrate the main action. Some of the children may find
out more about raspberries and how they grow.)

A Lesson Plan for 'The Cremation of Sam McGee,"
Ninth Grade Reading Level

The selection chOsen to illustrate teaching comprehension skills through
use of basal readers is "The Creamation of Sam McGee,' by Robert
Service. This selection, found in Literature and Life, published by Hough-
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ton Mifflin Company, 1958, may be used at ninth grade level.

A. Building readiness for the story.

Before letting the students open their books to the selection,t he teach-
er should build readiness and try to motivate them to.,want to read the
poein. She may talk about the name of the poem, "The Cremation of Sam
McGee." Introduce some of the words which may cause difficulty either in
pronouncing them or in getting the appropriate meaning intended by the
author. Some of the words witch may be listed are- cremation, mushing,
parka, code, loathe, grub, derelict, and trice. These words may be written
on the chalkboard and pronounced and definitions given. Next, sbe should
tritroduce the author, Robert Service. He was bom in England in' 1874 but
grew up in Scotland. Although he lived some forty years in France, tie
spent some time in the Yukon, working as a bink employee. He wrote'
verses about gold miners, prospectors, and trappers he met while servjng as
a teller.

B. Directed silent reading. ,

Ask the students to turn to pagt 69 and read silently the title'and the
author's name. Have themjead the short paragraph at the bottom of the
page. This contains additional informltion about the author Refer to the
sketch at the top of the page and discuss the humor depicted by the artist.
Have students read the colored section titled Before You Read. This sec-
tion sets the stage by describing the locale of the poem and by introducing
the main character. Sam McGee.

Setting up reading purpose "Read the entire poem to find out what
fantastic development occurred." .

C. Comprehension check and skill building.

-G,1 the students to respond orally to the following questions
(1) What fantastic development occurred?
(2) Did you believe the author throughout the poem? Why? Why not?
(3) What is internal rhyme? Skim and find exampres of internal,rhyme
(4) How does this add Interest?
(5) How does Service maki you feel the cold?
(6) What line 'provides a hint concerning the unb$lievable ending of the

poem?

Many types of exercises may be prepared by the teacher,. She should he
concerned with those skills for which the students show a'need. The type
of material read should be considered in prepanng the exercises. Several
types of comprehension §lulls may be developed after having read this
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particular selection.
Examples of the different

Recalling Facts:
(l) Who wrote "The
(2) Where did the action
(3) Why did McGee
(4) What promise di
(5) What was he narof
(6) YThydiCap take

are as follows:

die on this trip?
McGee?

aGee was being cremat,

Finding a4id Underst

Find and write the or:
central thought of that

Sequence pi Events:
Ask a student to retell
Understanding Detai
Directions: Circle T,if,2 US
T F (I) Sam McGeA_

T F (2) C leas knot
T F (3) It was'C
T F (41 Sam McG4
T F (5) Sam died
T F (6) It was the cnok
T F (7) Cap used plea

,
each paragraph that wastains the

's true, circle F if a stateitent is false.
ted along the shores og:the Yukon

Pit

'nabob of
T F (8) The ending Ot

. Word recognition skill blulding,,

Write the following wo
grub, derelict, and triCe:'
word and use it in a-se nte

E. Rereading for another,

the last trip was made_
ought he would die tlfth trip.

r MEir

trail to keep a promise.
ber found on the shoeor the cre-

-4.--

was sad.

board cremation, parka; code, loathe,
nts write a short definition for each

The teacher or a studertt-niarte,d orally for the purposeof getting the
students to catch the beauty of the ihythm. The feeling of the two charac-
ters should be emphasized to bring but the humor and dialogue.

The Mass may read together ojjlly so they can enjoy the rhyme apd
rhythm. ,

F. Follow-up activities.

It may be su::ested to the swuents that Service wrote other similar
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poems and stories. They may -wish to read. some of these and compare
rhyme and dialects used to tell the story. 9

The life of Robert Service may be read and discussed. ,

Reports may be written concerning the,history of the gold rush in the
Yukon River area, the life of the sourdough, or life in the mining towns.

ca'
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EVALUATING EFFECTIVENESS OF
COMPREHENSION IN CONTENT AREAS

I.E.Aaron, Byron Callaway, and Hazel D. SiniFison

To evaluate the reader's ability to understand required reading Ind to
supplement information furnished by standardized tests, the informal
reading inventory is a valuable device for the classroom teacher. The
teacher select.1 a passage of several hundred words from the text or other
required that has not been read by the -class. Following the
reading, she1511Eates the group's ability to react it. Such an inventory may
be used,<ith an individual, a small group, or an entire class.

Rate. In order to establish rate, the number of words ,}n the selection
must be counted. The teacher asks that reading begin specific signal.

The teacher may have each person hold up 144iind when, he is finished in
order to establish the time. He then notes tliTektliading time for each stu-
dent separately. Another approach is to wnle the time on the board as
children are reading. Students select the last number that has been placed
on the board as their reading time. Generally, the teacher records only. in
half-minute intervals; as 3 minutes, 3 4, and 414.

Vocabulary. To ditermine the suitability of the vocabulary, the teacher
selects a group of words and works these into multiple-choice items. The

number of words will depend upon the length and complexity of the
selection, but at least. ten words should-be used. This word list should
contain words that are peCuliar to that subject and any general words that
appear to be difficult. Checks of this kind often indicate that children

need muh work in the area of vocabulary. The incorrect possibilities
should be reasonable, and, part of them should be true meanings of the
words but inappropriate in the context in which the words were met.

Comprehension. Comprehension should be checked by objective ques--
ns insofar as; possible. Multigie choice items will to a greater degree

minate guessing. However, some questions may lend themselves More to

- e and false, completion, or some type of item. Enough questions

should be included to evaluate c,o tie selection used

Longer and more complex seltectibits r more ons than simple

and short selections. )terns should inclaffe several t of comprehension

abilities, such as getting details, understanding main ideas, generalizing,

and reading criticallyfThese questions should also include items ielated to

special reading skills, such as'ItI and graph reading, when appropriate.

Some examplex Three ex different levels and in different

cantent areas are 'presented to s .cahes that may be used in pre-
.
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paring such materials. The., preparation of such inventories is time bcon-
wining, but they may be used with more thin one group, such as the next
year with children using the same text material. The first-example deals
with third grade science materials, the second with sixth or seventh grade
geography, and the third with Lincoln's "Gettysburg Address," which may
be in junioi high or high school social studies or literature.
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AN INFORMAL READING INVENTORY IN SCIENCE

Inherent in the reading of science are several types.of difficulty. The
teachers should be aware of these difficultieland be prepared to meet
them. Some of the difficulties encountered are: (1) background infor-
;nation, (2) terminology, (3f concepts, (4) special symbols, and (5) how to
study. The teacher will want to determine the students' needs and may
with to prepare an inventory to determine the specific areakequiring
improvement and/or adjustment in the level Of-difficulty of the materials
used.

The material used to illustrate evaluating compr4ension in the area of
r

Science is taken from Science Everywhere, by Crait and back, p
-fished by Ginn and Company, 1958, third de levek The Juipaeticu
areas inventoried in This test are: vocab , organization, location
information, and recall.

Vocabulary:

Directions: These words are from the selection you have just read. Itelfri
the words on the left; from the definitions on the right, select the word or
group of words which best defines the key word. Refer to the selection
you wish to see how the words were used.

(1) change
(2) evaporate

(3) rust

(4) humus
(5) dissolve

agar6zatiort

a. money, b. transformation, c. shift, d. disappear
- a. to diminish quickly, b. to enclose, c. to move,

d. to-dissolve
a. rapidly, b. hard, c. reddish brown coating, d. a

bird

a. funny, b. a person, c. decayed material, d. a bone
a. disintegrate, b. substitute,-c. decline, d..settle

Directions: The unit you have just finished tells of the kinds of changes
going on all the time. Some changes happen 'quickly while other changes
go on slowly, Find the place in your book where changes are described and
list them, in two groups. Name the groups: (1) Changes Happen QuRkly;
(2) Changes Happen Slowly.

Locating Information:

(This exercise is considered qne of readiness for locating information.
The pupils need to know the order of the letters to be able to locate
materials dealing with a particular topic.) ,4
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Directions: Arrange the following words in alphabetical order:

changes rust melting

weathei 1 iron humus

evaporated experiment decay

dissolve freeze . garden

Recall:

Directions: Write the word true if the sentence is true; write the word
false if the sentence is false.

11) When water evaporates, it goes into the ground;
(2) 'Things with iron in them rust when they get wet.
(3) When water freeze's, it changes tolam.'
(4) Melting is a real change.
15) Decaying changes plants and anirvals to humus.
(6) Some things change when they are plit into water. This

change is called evaporation. ,
.(7) Paint will dissolve in water.
(8) Paper clips will rust.

..... All changes happen quickly.
.(10) There are many changes going on about us all the time.

4 0
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AN INFORMAL READING INVENTORY INEOGRAPHY

This inventory of comprehension skills is based upon a fiv age sub-

section of Unit 13 in Latin America, Africa, and A , Ginn and
Company, 1961. This geography text is designed for use ill sixth or seventh

grades. The first three ma of the selection consist of reading matter, and

the last two present a map of Australia. The teacher may check on rate if

he desires, or he may woc only on comprehension. Pupils are told to read

pages 349-353 in the text in order to remember main ideas 'and some or
the details. As soon as they have completed the reading assignment, they

are to resp6nd to the inventory, which has been passed out to them prior

to their reading.

Name: Geography Date:

Check on word meetings:

Directions: Each word below has been used in the selection you have

just read. From amoqg the four possible definitions, select the correct
meaning as it was used in this section. Draw a circle around its letter. You

may refer to the text on this if you wish.
(1) latitude - a. wide margin, b. distance north or south of the equa-

tor, c. distance east or west of the prime meridian,

d. tolerance.
(2) colonize - a. to capture, b. to recognize, c: to extend credit to, d.

to settle.
(3) reserves protected areas, b. troops available to support regu-

lar troops c. goods held back, d. a jelly made from
desert fruit.

(4) plain - a. not fancy, b. sparsely sealed, c. rolling hills, d. level

country.
(5) elevation - a.' height, b. rising soaally, c. supported, d. nsing

slowly.

(6) states a. says, b. political divisions, c. countries, d. declares.

(7) federation a. supreme government, b. banding together of group
of states, c. surrendering to central government, d. a
settlement.

(8) island s - a. body of land surrounded by water, b. an isolated
place, c. a body of land surrounded on three sides
by watA, d. a tropical paradise.

(9) equator - a. a hot and (by area, b. an imaginary line around the
middle, of Me' earth, c. the path of the sun, d. some-
thing that makes'things equal. ,
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(10) 'mainland a. most thickly populated area, b. largest bod of land
on earth, c. a nickname for Australia, d. the major
part of a continent.

Check on comprehension:

Directions: From among the four possible completions, select the one
that best completes the sentence. Draw a circle around its letter.

The best title for the section you have jut read is: a. Australia's
fanning practices, b. some information about Australia, c. Austra-
lian abongines, d. how Australia became prosperous. (MAIN IDEA)

(2) Australia has: a. four states, b. five states, C. six states, d. seven
states. (DETAIL)

(3) Australia is: a a large country with a small number of people, b. a
small country with a small number of people, c. a large country
with a large number of people, d. a small country with a large
number of people. (MAIN IDEA)

The latitude of Australia is most like that of: a. England, b. Mex-
c. Canada, d. the United States. (GENERALIZING)

The land surface of Australia can best be described as. a. mostly
Mountains, b. a fewt/ay high mountains and many rollinihills, c.
mostly rolling hills, d, mostly plains. (MAIN IDEA)

(6) The size of the population in Australia probably has resulted un-
manly from.. a. a small rainfall in large areas of the country, b.
heavy rainfall in the farming areas, c. the distance from other con-
tinents, d. policies of the government. (GENERALIZING)

(7) An abongine is: a. a small rodent-like animal, b. a section of Aus-
tralia, c. a small plant that grows in the Australian desert, d. a

brown-skinned native of Australia. (VOCABULARY and DETAIL)

(8) Australia's flag was designed by: a. a lady who lived in England, b.
a fourteen -yea old boy, c. a sheepherder, d. an art student.
(DETAIL)

Usin map on pages 352-353, locate the state you think is most
heiif Pulated. It probably is: a. New South Wales, b..Queens-
land, c. Western Australia, d. South Austrklia. (GENERALIZING
and READING MAPS)

(10) The authors have given us: a. mostly their own opinions about
-Australia, b.. mostly facts about Australia, c. half facts and half,
opinions about Australia', d. only opinions about. Australia. (CRI-
TICAL EVALUATION)

(1)

(9)
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GETTYSBURG ADDRESS

Abraham Lincoln

Fourscore and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this con-
tinent a new nation, conceived m liberty, and dedicated to the proposition
that all men are created equal. 5...-

Now we are engaged_in a great civil war, testing whether that nation, or
any nation so conceived and so.dedicated, can.long endure. We are met on
a great battlefield of that war. We have come to dedicate a portion of that
field as a final resting-place for those who here gave their lives that that
nation might live. 11 is altogether fitting and proper that we should do this.

But, in a larger sense, we cannot dedicate we cannot consecrate we

cannot hallow --this ground. The brave men, living and dead, who strug-
gled here, have consecrated It far above our poor power to add or detract.
The world -will little note nor long reMember what we say here, but It can
never forget what they did here It is for us, the living, rather, to be

' dedicated here to the unfinished work which they who fought here have
thus far so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated to the

-great task remaining before us that from these honored dead we take
increased 'devotion to that cause for which they gave the last full-measure
of.dertion', that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died
in vain; that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of freedom, and
that government of the people, by the papple, for the people, shall not
perish from the earth.

Name. "Gettysburg Address" Date: .....

Coinprehension check: Answer the following questions.

(1)

0)

(3)

Dedicated to those who died was:
a. the proposition that all men are created equal.
b. eternal gratefulness.
c. a memory.
d. a portion of field.
The speaker was concerned with:
a. the sacrifice of a few for the nation.
b. theirripressions made on the rest of the world.
(I. the possibility that the sacrifice made might be forgotten.
ds the type of government to be preserved.
One of the following was not considered by the author
a. All men were created equal.



1

:-.

i
b. Both sides were right.
c. The nation was conceived in liberty.
d. It was a new nation.

(4) The brave men were:
a the dead
b. the living.
C. the dead and the living.
d. all men since they are all created equal.

(5) The men died:
a. in vain.
b. not in vain.
c. to preserve the union.
d. to preserve the confederacy.

(6) The speech was delivered: ..

. a. in memory of the dead.
b. at a great battlefield.
c. to bind the union together.
d: to prove that all men are created equal.

(7) This eulogy was written by
(8) The nation at the time was years old.
(9) The responsibility of the living was ,

(

( 10) The honored dead gave

Vocabulary check: Write the letter preCeding the correct meaning for each
numbered word in.the blank space to the left of the word. Select a mean-
ing that fits the context of this material.

.(1) fore - a. precede, b. four, c. beginning, .d. in front of.
(2) forth - a. aggregation of bubbles, b. foam or saliva, c.

between third and fifth, d. into view.
(3) conceived-- - a. born, b. pregnant, c. formed; d. operated by.
.(4) dedicated - a. to give up, is. to inscribe a book to someone,

c. to set apart for sacred purpose, d. in remem-
berance.of.

.(5) endure - a. to continue to exist, b. express, c. for a speci-
fic purpose; d. helpful to all concerned.

.. 16) proper - a. decent, respectable, b. proper, fitting, c. strict,
d. foretelling useful events.

.(7) consecrate - a. to make sacred, b. to improve, c. devote to, d.
join together.

,
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.(8) hallow - a. honor, b. open, c. not deep, d. make mean-
ingful.

.......(9) detract - a. devaluate, b. remove, c. hope for, d. take
away,

(10) unfinished - a. completed, b. not perfect, c. not completed,
d. lacking,special finish.

(11) nobly - a. rapidly, b. contributin$ to, c. courageously, d.
of noble ancestry.

(12) advanced - a. very old, b. helped, c. assisted, d. put forward.
. .(13) task - a. force to work, b. work to be done, c. burden,

d. scold.
(14) devotion - a. duty, b. loyalty, c. faith lessOn, d. worship.
.( 15) resolve - a. to separate, b. to deal with, c. to determine, d.

to change.
(16) vain - a. arrogant, b. conceited, c. nugatory. d. no

purpose. .

(17) perish - a. remorse, b. opposition to, c. spiritual loss, d.
be destroyed..

,.i. (18) score - a. tally, b. ten, c. twenty, d. tO keep track of.
(19) proposition - a. statement, b. problem to be solved, c. business

enterprise, d. to make advances.
...: 4211,i-civil - a. polite, courteous, b. having to do with citi-

zens, c.. between nations, d. consideration of
others.

1 k
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EVALUATION OF TEACHING PRACTICES
RELATED TO READING IN CONTENT AREAS

I.E.Aaron

Self-evaluation is one technique for the teacher to Use in taking stock of
how effectively he instructs students in the subjects he teaches. Strengths
and weaknesses' are pinpointed. The following check list may be used by
an individual or a group of teachers in assessing the extent to which fifteen
reconmiinded practices related to reading in the content areas are fol-
lowed. Direction for school-wide improvement in teaching reading in the
content areas may result from an entire faculty using the check list.

Check List of Practices Related to Rew. ing in Content Areas

Subject: Grade: 'leacher:
Directions: The fifteen practices listed belo are often recommended in /

teaching effectively the special reading skills in the various content areas.
Indicate the extent to which the practice Es being followed in your class.
Eupirck the appropriate response from among the four given.

Text material used is suited in difficulty to the reading levels of
students.
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes Seldom or never
Students are encouraged through assignments to read widely in
related materials.-
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes Seldom or never
At the beginning of the yea, adequate time is taken to introduce
the text and to discuss how it may be read effectively.
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes Seldom or never
The teacher is aware of the special vocabulary and concepts intro-
duced in the various units.
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes Seldom or never
Adequate attention is given to vocabulary an concept develop-
ment.
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes ldom or never
Provisions are made for checking on extent to which important
vocabulary and concepts are learned and re-t aching is done
where needed.
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes Seldom or never
The teacher knows the .special reading skills involved in the
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subject.
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes )eldom or never

(8) The teacher teaches adequately the special reading skills in the
subject.
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes Seldom or never

(9)', The course content is broader in scope than a single textbook.
Almost always Most of the time Sometinis Seldom or never

(10) Assignments are made clearly and concisely.
Almost alwayi Most of the time Sometimes Seldom or never

(11) Students are taught to use appropriate reference materials.
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes Seldom or never

(12) Adequate reference materials are available.
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes Seldom or never

(13) Plenty of related informational books and other materials are
available for students who read at below grade level.
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes Seldom or never

(14) Plenty of related informational books and other materials are
available for students who read above grade level.
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes Seldom or never

15) The teacher takes advantage of opportunities that may arise to
encourage students to read recreational as well as informational
reading matter.
Almost always Most of the time Sometimes Seldom or never
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POSSIBILITIES FOR FOLLOW-UP OF CONFERENCE ON
"TEACHING THE COMPREHENSION SKILLS"

Doyne M. Smith-

Follow-up of the conference should involve three types of action: (1) a
report of the conference to the schools represented,(2) an opportunity for

'the school faculty to discuss-its swn reading program in terms of ideas
!vented at the conference, and (3) an evaluation directed by the super-
intendent to see what has been done following the conference and wle, if
anything, it means in terms of improvement in the system's reading pro-
gram. Each system or school should plan its own way of piesenting ideas
obtained from the conference. However, some possibilities th.at may be
considered are presented here.

1.1) The superintendent may call the teacher-representatives together
and plan a system-wide presentation of conference activities.

(2) Each teacherrepresentative, in conference with the superinten-
dent, may plan his own school presentation of the conference happenings.

(3) The superintendent may call together the 'principals, teacher-
representatives, and the curriculum director to plan for a system-wide
presentation of the conference activities.

(4) The superintendent may call together the principals and the curri-
culum director to plan how to make use of teacher-representatives in
reporting on the conference.

(5) Teacher-representatives from several schools may plan a Joint re-
porting session with each representative faking the responsibility of report.
ing on a particular topic.

(6) Teacher-representatives may circulate to interested teachers a
copy of the proceedings, keeping a record of teacher interest in and use of
the copy of the proceedings. Superintendents may obtain additional copies
of the proceedings at cost.

(7) A short faculty meeting may be held in each school around each
topic with the ,aim of passing on a report of that topic and then deciding
what it means to diciteachers and principal.

(8) 4 The teacher-representative may present the suggestions for teach-
ing comprehension skills and evaluate with the faculty the school's effec-
tiveness in teaching these skills. 'his might give leads for further study or
modification.

(9) The teacherrepresentative may demonstrate at a faculty meeting
an informal reading inventory in a content area.

C'
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(10) A demonstrationof the teaching oT a directed reading lesson may
be presented at a faculty meeting:,

(11) The teachet-representiative or the superintendent may ask all
content-area teachers to respond to the "Check List bf Practices Related,
to Reading in Content Areas." The results may be tabulated-and used as a
basis for achOohvide or systemwide in-service work.

(12) The superintendent will make plans to evaluate what happens in
his system as a result of this conference.
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The Georgia Department of Education would like your evaluation of this
publication Would you take a few moments to till in and mail this self-
addressed, Ore-statiped form' ;Thank you

7i. Name of pubfii,ation

2 Hqw. do you pse this publication'

V

3. Based on :out own experience, do yOu rate thi ublieation
.:

poor
very pot,

FJ very good
good

fair

4 Did yju hnd the materlal t Yes No

Easy to read-an ,cnd'

Organised for co enieht`,use4
Attractive'
Complete?

5 Qther// cofnments.

oft.

6 Your lob title (teacher, curriculum director, principal, etc.)

7 Signature and address (optional)

ate.%
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